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Development of:a New Reconsir阻ctionAIgorithm 
forCo醐 ptonScattering Imaging 

Tran Kim TUAN*， Sung Ho PARKラ JongKyung KIM 
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A new method for inspection of luggage samples has been investigat巴:dby using a 900 Compton scattering system.百le
algorithm of the system based on measurements of single scattered gamma rays was developed to reconstruct仕lesam巴
physical images of the obj ects. The algori仕llTIwas constructed to estirnaie由巳 electrondensity阻 dlinear attenuation 
coefficients by using the responses of scattering detectors and the transmission detector.百leover問estimatedand田 der-
estimated problem in the calculations of total 阻 dCompton attenuation coe伍cientscan be overcome by using iieration 
method and by in仕oducingadjustment factor with the response of the位ansmissiondeiector.百leimages obtained企om
Monte Carlo simulations using MCNP4C for some common materials were close to吐lesimulated objects.百leexcellent 
agreement between calculated values of electron densities and attenuation coefficients血thesimulation and actual ones 
demons甘atesthe viability ofthe new reconstruction algorithm as a method for investigating objects. 
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1. Introduction 

The Compton scattering of gamma beams has been 

considered for medical and industrial imaging or luggage 

inspection for many years based on its advantages in 
comparison with the transmission tomography. The main 

at仕actionof Compton scattering irnaging syst芯mis that白1S

system can produce directly the elec仕ondensity images of 

the 0句ect.Compton scattering gives the probability for 

inspecting 0句ectswithout having access ωtwo opposing 

sides of the objects. In出isstudy， a new reconstruction 

algori仕1mmodel of a 900 Compton scattering system for 

insp∞tion of luggage samples is introduced. The 900 

Compton scattering model has a simple r巴氾onstruction

algorithm because of main advantages: good definition of 

voxel positions and reduc仕onofRayleigh scattering effect. 

A schematic of the proposed Compton scattering 

imaging systern is shown in Fig.l. Considering a mono-

巴nergybeam of photons of energy Eo， a photon collides 
with a f尚eelectfOn and is sca批 redat an angle e with 
respect tοits original direction. The energy E of the 

scattered photon is uniquely 問 latedto白atof白eprimary 

one Eo and the scattering姐 gleθby

EA 
E= -U (1) 

1+五2(1-∞sθ)
moc 

where moc2 (= 0.511 MeV) is the rest rnass energy of the 
electron. 
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Fig.l The schematic representation of gamma ray scattering 

By shielding both the source and the detectors well and 

using the unique relation between the scattering angle and 

the scattering energy in Eq. (1)， the scattering detector 
response may be assumed to result from the single scattered 

photons. The scattering detector response for a point source 

and a point detector can be expressed as follows [1] 

J 、 klEl 、 J 、， 、
'I'S¥EO，E} =sO了ムセJi~内 -r， EO}L¥JP¥ EO，E) fs lR-r，可。)

lR-汁

where So is the so町田 intensity，k(E} is the detector 

e自cienc)らfiand fs are the attenuation factors for the 
incoming (incident) and outgoing (scattered) pathways 

respectively， P(宜o，E}is the Compton 印刷出ngprobability 

per unit 紅白 perelectron. The probability P但o，E}depends 

on the electron density Pe{り andcan be expressed as 

P(Eo，昭二 ρe(r}σs(Eo}.The scattering cross section σs回日j
can be determined仕ornthe w巴11・knownKlein-Nishina 

scattering differential equation. 
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The attenuation factors can be expressed as 

ん=叶-f~ 'ut ( EO' 1) dl} ， (3) 

右=吋-ffμt(E，l)dl} (4) 

where f1t向 isthe total linear attenuation coeffici巴ntof 

photons along the considered radiation path. The 

attenuation coe悶cientsare considered as unknowns， hence 
there are three unknowns in Eq. (2). At high energy of 

incident gamma rays， the conむibutionof the photoelectric 

effect to photon attenuation is small compared to that of 

Compton scattering. For low atomic-number materials， 
encountered in the human body and some hydro岡 carbon

ind間仕ialmaterialsラ itis also reasonable to neglect the 

photoe1ectric effects. For solving Eq. (2) with two 

unknowns remainingラ aCompton 900 geometry scattering 

system is employed as shown in the next section. 

n. Compton scattering imaging model 

The 900 Compton scattering system as shown in Fig.2 

has some advantages related to the simple imaging 

reconstruction algorithm. When a beam of gamma rays is 

incident on the object， the intensities of the transmission 
and scattering radiation on the angle of 900 are measured at 

the sam巴 timeby a transmission detector and 4 scattering 

detector 乱立ayswhich are indicated conveniently as top， 
bottom， left and right. 

Left detector 
L 

(乙zx

Detected 
voxeI 

gammaray 

Bottom detector 
B 

Fig.2 Geome町rof900 Compton scattering system 

The incident beam is moved in a plane paral1el with 
the cross section of the object， from left to right and丘om

top to bottom with steps equal the size of a voxel until the 

entire object is exposed. By this way of exposure， the object 

can be consid巴r巴das dividing into NXXNYXNZ voxels， 
where NX， NY， and NZ are the number of vox巴lsfollowing 

the direction X， Y， and Z， respectively. To obtain the 

equation of a scattering detector response， 1巴tconsider a 

right scattering det巴ctorin the X-Z plane. For simplification， 

the attenuation effects of gamma rays in the air before a 

gamma ray comes into the object and a丘町 thegamma ray 

go回 outfrom the object to the detector are neglected. 

Assuming that the photon is scattered at the center of the 

voxel，ji(8，勾 andfs(8，E')can be obtained by 

I 向 k-l 加 1
ん=位Pi-UHnEI的，j，m一Efb征Ax'"山¥H (5) 

手 i一.} ~..+ ， 
ゐ=吋_AxV叫ぶ1μm，jflbηi，j，kf (6) 

if批inand /'rrout are chosen the same for every voxel in the 

direction of the incident and scattering pathway， 
respectively. The detector response can be obtained by 

substituting Eq.σ) and Eq. (6) to Eq. (2) 1巴adingto 
:.. k-l o c 

RUkdLjfi，j f吋-bAAjm-

l 初日1Iti-l 1 ，，"t 
、(7)

2品川，j，k-/'rr…nE1μm，μ-f-μ人j，kJ 
where R and RO are the right detector response withlwithout 

the objects. Similar expressions can be written for the 

responses of left， top and botiom scattering detectors. For 
the transmission detector， one obtains 

内( ;~ NZ '¥ u • m.~ 
Tr・・ =T，~・， expl-/'rr'" Lμ ; m I (8) 

i，j M L  m=l I，j，m j 

In Eq. (8) there is no indicator k because the incident beam 

goes through al1 voxels which lies on the line企omthe 

sourc巴 tothe transmission detector. Therefore for exposing 

whole the object， 4XNXxNYXNZ measurements from the 

scattering detectors and NXXNY ones from the 
transmission det巴ctorare determined. 

1. Reconstruction algorithm for total attenuation 

coefficient at scatteri回genergy 

It is巴asyto recognize from Eq. (7) that al1 expressions 

of scattering detector responses for a voxel consist of the 

same term ofthe incoming attenuation factor ji(8，E) and the 

Compton attenuation μc. Therefore a ratio of two scattering 

detector responses depends on the attenuation coefficient f1' 
onlyand μ， can be determined企omthis ratio. Let consider 

the first quarter of an object slic巴thatis perpendicular to the 

incident beam as shown in Fig.3. 

We rewrite the responses for the voxel (i+l，j幻 as
follows 

r j-l ， 
Bi+l，j，k 
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ーシi+l，j仰)
L川 =寸吋吋~刈di仏仙川i件削叫+刊刈l，j，ke門ベe叫叶却XP{十十芸μんよんm，j，klix

一す十引苧がiシシがいμA凡ι;ム一+孔1，j山 ) 

r I k-l 

(9) 

(10) 

where di+l. i.k = Cμi+U.k exp~- エ噌 μi‘ i.m l:!.z --;μi.i.kl:!.z ( (11) 
1 m=l 2 '" 

C is the system constant. For simplifying， we can choose 

ふx=.d.y=Az=ムDividingEq. (9) by Eq. (10)，μ， can be 
obtained by 

1 J 九1fb j-l ， i-l vi  
hk=zln了 'U，.. +官lμi+l，m，k-，官1μm，j，k( 

'""'i+l，j，k 

(12) 
U sing this equation，μ， of the voxels in the cross section can 
be calculated ftom left to right in巴achrow for whole first 

quarter. The calculations of μ， for al1 possible s1ices in this 
manner wi11 give the 3・Dimage of仕leobject. 
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Fig.3 An object slice is considered in 4 quarters with two 
corresponding scattering detector responses for deterr凶出ngthe 
total attenuation coefficient at仕lescattering energy. The example 
using Left and Bottom detector for the :first quarter is used to 
illus位atethe calculation method. 

2. Reconstruction algorithm for total and Compton 

a“enuation coeffidents at incident energy 
There are two different methods called by Forward 

algorithm and Backward algorithm to calculate Compton 

attenuation coe釘icientμc.Both algorithms can be used and 

give results in very small difference. 

1. Forward AIgorithm 

In order to calculateμC at the incident energy of 

gamma rays， we can choose the response of any scattering 

detector. Without lost of generality， bottom detector is 
chosen here to describe how μC can be deteロnined.
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Rearranging Eq. (9) so that al1 attenuation coe狂icientsof 

the voxel (i，j，k) are on the one side of the equation would 
yield: 

c (1 ，i Bi，j，k 
μi，j，k叫 lγi，j門 =-7x
， 、 ( 13)
r k-1 j-l ， l'  

x判 AAjJ+F?と内m，KAytヘj，kAy( 

In the gamma energy range from ~100keV to ~lMeV， 

Compton scattering dominatesラ thephotoel印刷cabsorption 

is very small compared with the Compton scattering. Hence 

in this gamma energy range， the Compton cross section 
being close to the total cross section， it is possible to assume 
μzμC then the left term of Eq. (13) depends on μC only. 

Since the right terrn is known 企om the previous 

calculations， Eq. (13) is an equation ofμc組 dit can be 

solved by using any numerical method. The calculation is 

proceed at first for the voxel nearest the source without μc 

in the right terrn ofEq. (13)， then for the next voxels， so it is 
called Forward algorithm. Proceeding in this m組 ner，μc
can be calculated for al1 voxels ofthe object. 

2. Back下vardAIgorithm 

In the different way with the Forward algorithm， two 
detector responses are used in Backward algorithm: one is a 

scattering detector and the other is the仕組smissiondetector. 

In the next description， th巴 bottomdetector is chosen to 

illustrate this algorithm. Af武ie釘rdividing Bij.札j.kby Trト'rij.
re巴a訂rra組n屯頃gings印ot白ha拭ta副11t白h巴 attenuation c∞O 巴g伍ic凶ci巴悶ntおS0ぱfthe 

vox巴el(i，j，k) are in one side of the equation， also as in the 
Forward algorithm， assuming μz μC， one can obtain: 

c ____J 1 "C A-i Bi，j，k b 
μ; ; lr expl ~μ ; lr企zl=一一一一-x

1，]，K '¥ 2' 1，]，K ) Tr..， C 
¥ / '''i，j，k 

JIf1 C . j::..I ' 1' ， 1 
吋 m三+1μ人j，m血+之内m，KAy+7的，j，kAyi 

(14) 

where b is a system coefficient for the transmission detector. 

Since the right term can be known from previous 

calculations， Eq. (14) is an equation for f/ only and it can 
be solved. The calculation proceeds at first for the voxel 

which is farthest from the source， therefore this algorithm is 
named as Backward algorithm. 

Knowing μC from Eq. (13) or Eq. (14)，μcan be 
calculated by using the expr巴ssionof any scattering detector 

response. It is possiblein the gamma energy range where 

Compton scattering dominates， but the assumption maybe 
causes thatμC is over-estimated and μis under-estimated in 

comparison with the佐uevalue. For more accuracy in 

estimation of these coefficients， an adjus位lentusing the 

甘ansmission detector response is in仕oduced and an 

iteration calculation can be applied. From Eq. (8)， one c叩
obtain after a simpl巴arr組 gement:
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NZ 1 Trii 
z μi. i.m 一一一ln---":::':'ι
m~lr-l ，J ，m Llz b (15) 

The summation of the total attenuation coefficient in 

the left of this equation is thus av且.ilable from 仕le

transmission measurement and 企om theμμthat is 

calculated as above. Since the measurement value is usually 

much more exact than a calculated one， a correction :f:且ctore 

is defined by 

NZ ~.一" / NZ ~_1 
ε= L μケ了山 /L μ7・ー or 

m=l' i，j，m / m=1' i，j，m 

( Tr; ; ) / NZ ~_1 
ε=ιlnl--'土1/工 μア (16)

Llz ! b J/ m=l 1，J，m 
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Becauseメli，j，kis mor_e accurate thanμ印 l，sO加 iteration

process for ca1culating 戸andμcanbe used. 

UI. MCNP Simulation 

Inorderto demons仕atethe reconstruction algorithm of 

the method， a smal1 object is used in MCNP simulation， the 
outputs ofwhich are detector responses. The object consists 

of 5x5x5 voxels， each voxel is lxlxlcm cubic. The voxel 

located in the center of the object is made by a detected 

material and the others surrounding are made by a 

background material. The materials used in the simulation 

are common materials with densi勿 inthe range of common 

luggage from 0.94 g/cm3 ofpolyethyle田 upto 8.5 g/cm3 of 

brass. The Monte Car10 simulation for the 900 Compton 

scattering system wωperformed at the source energy 

O.662MeV which is in the energy range that Compton 

scattering dominates. 

The calculated results for three different background 

materials (air， water and polyethylene) show that all of the 
calculated ρe agree with the actual values with errors below 

4.6%. The ca1culated a抗enuationcoefficients also agree 

with the actual values， where the error is in the range企om

0.1 % to 5% with the note that the errors are the relative 

errors compared with the actual values. 

IV. Conclusions 

A new recons佐uctionalgorithm for the 90. Compton 

scattering system is developed that is simple compared with 
other system such as rotating or non-linear system. The 
results of the MCNP simulation verify that the proposed 
algorithm can be used to get the image and determine the 
electron density and attenuation coefficients of the objects 
with a reasonably good accuracy. The effects of multi同

scattering and noise in measurements on quality of images 
will be considered in the next steps of the work. 
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Fig.4 Some object images企omMCNP simulation to 
illustrate the reconstruction algorithm method司 (a)Image of the 
o均ectwith aluminium detected material and 相 backgroundin the 
form of the electron density map. (b) Map of total cross sections. 
刀ledetected material is TNT， the background is polyethylene. (c) 
百leimage of the object with brass in the cen佐久 andwater 
background in the total cross section map. 
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